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AJFCA Selects First Class of Meyerhoff Early Career Professional Fellows 
 
Baltimore, MD – (September 2015) The Association of Jewish Family & Children’s Agencies (AJFCA) has been awarded a 
3-year grant to form the Meyerhoff Early Career Professional Fellowship. For this inaugural year, AJFCA has identified 11 
early career professionals in our member agencies who have exhibited strong leadership potential and will benefit from 
leadership development.  During the year, which begins this month, the fellows will take part in skill building webinars, 
mentoring, and attendance at AJFCA’s annual conference for a more intensive experience.  

Attracting and retaining talent in Jewish communal organizations is a constant challenge for our sector.  According to the 
recent Jewish Leadership Pipelines Alliance Report, “Cultivating outstanding leaders is the most powerful lever that 
organizations have towards becoming more innovative, adaptive, and results-oriented.”   Lee Sherman, President/CEO 
of AJFCA stated: “We are grateful for the generosity and inspired commitment of the Joseph and Rebecca Meyerhoff 
Awards Committee that will allow AJFCA to promote the development of talented individuals who are the future 
leadership of the Jewish communal sector.” 
 
The Meyerhoff Fellowship will provide young professionals the opportunity to build both their own skill sets and a strong 
connection between the professionals and the larger sector.  Our member agencies have some outstanding young talent 
on their staffs, and are thrilled to partner with AJFCA to grow the individual professionals through this national 
program.  We believe that building this capacity will not only increase the talent pool in our agencies over time, but will 
also create a cadre of bright and motivated leaders that are committed to the Jewish communal service sector. 
 
Each fellow will be assigned a mentor from the AJFCA network to provide an opportunity for one-on-one time to explore 
specific needs and goals. Fellows will be brought together for group learning on a monthly basis – alternating between 
networking conference calls staffed by AJFCA and webinars with high level speakers from the leadership development 
field. Each fellow will receive a travel stipend and registration to attend the AJFCA Annual Conference, giving them each 
exposure to emerging trends in the nonprofit sector. Over the three-year grant period, there will be three cohorts of 
emerging leaders adding to the talent pool in the Jewish human service field. Our desired outcomes are to develop 
leadership skills, connect the young professional to the work of the sector and our foundational Jewish values, and build 
a cohort that will allow each member to feel part of the larger Jewish communal world, thereby strengthening our 
agencies’ abilities to respond to the changing landscape.  We plan to collaborate with our extended network of national 
partners, utilizing their experience and skill set for input on curriculum and networking opportunities.    
 
About AJFCA 
Incorporated in 1972, AJFCA is a membership organization for Jewish human service agencies in the United States and 
Canada. AJFCA has approximately 129 member agencies, representing most of the eligible Jewish family and children's 
agencies in North America. Strongly rooted in Jewish tradition and values, Jewish family service agencies throughout 
North America care for the elderly, open doors to the disabled, lift up the unemployed, counsel families and those in 
mourning, build homes, support education, help immigrants begin anew and more. AJFCA provides the platform through 
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which the actions of each of our member agencies in their communities are united in a single, strong Jewish response to 
human need. Visit AJFCA’s website, www.ajfca.org to learn more. 
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